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DROUGHT MITIGATION PLANNING FACT SHEET

Based on long term weather station records

at least 50 0 of the state is experiencing
drought on 3 24 month timescales almost all

the time Water in the Balance 2000

Colorado has suffered and will continue to

struggle with the impacts of a multiyear
drought Much of the potential for drought
mitigation requites extensive planning and

preparation long before impacts are realized

The severity of the 2000 03 drought eclipsed
many of the records established during 20th

century droughts

Drought is a continuing aspect of Colorado s

climate Despite good science applied for

understanding drought the only certain is that

drought will come again
As Colorado s climate results in warmer

temperatures projected impacts include the

following Smaller snowpacks earlier snow

melt Flood control releases extreme flood

events more evaporation dryness less

groundwater more droughts more wildfltes

and water quality challenges

Drought has far reaching impacts at an

economic and individual level and across the

local community as well

The effects of Colorado s most recent

drought resulted in millions of dollars lost in

agriculture tourism and recreation Losses in

each sector result in negative impacts on the

entire State

Colorado needs to plan for the inevitable

major droughts of the future as the

population and economic bases grow Careful

stewardship of Colorado s water supplies will

be mandatory

What is Drought
Drought is a shortage of water associated with

a deficiency of precipitation and occurs when

a normal amount of moisture is unavailable to

satisfy an area s usual water consumption

According to the Glossary of Meteorology
drought is defined as a period of abnormally
dry weather sufficiently long enough to cause

a serious hydrological imbalance

Drought should not be viewed as merely a

physical phenomenon or natural event Its

impacts on society result from the interplay
between a natural event Oess precipitation
than expected resulting from natural climatic

variability and the demand people place on

water supply

Colorado Drought Facts Why Plan

for Drought
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Note A Drought Mitigation Plan Water

Conservation Plan are two vastly different

plans
A Drought Mitigation Plan addresses

the measures and responses needed in an

emergency to prepare monitor and mitigate
the effects of a drought

A Water Conservation Plan outlines

how a water management entity or user will

improve water efficiency over the long term

and how this fits their overall water

management needs

Identify and assess drought mitigation
measures

Assess revise or create policy related to key
areas that impact drought mitigation

What Needs To Be Considered in a

Local Drought Mitigation Plan

Establish a local Drought Planning Advisory
group that combines entities stakeholders

that can influence preparation
implementation
Maintain an ongoing public education and

awareness program related to water supply
water conservation and drought preparedness
Define goals and objectives help focus the

plan defme criteria for water shortages
define what actions a utility and community
will take in advance of a water shortage
Develop a profile of the community s water

supply and demand situation Identify water

supply sources assess community water

demand compare demand with safe yield
sources forecast potential deficit indicators

Perform a vulnerability assessment of the

water supply system regarding seniority of

water rights reliability of infrastructure

availability of alternative supplies and

flexibility of water demand to identify key
resource needs and to support relevant

policy emergency response and public
education and awareness needs

Define specific drought indicators or triggers
Commonly used indicators include the Palmer

Index reservoit storage stream flow

conditions groundwater levels and

precipitation
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